Will YOU Be There?

March 2 PM (Gather: Southwest College, Western Ave & Imperial Hwy)

June 12th Show the World:
We Are Getting Organized Now for Revolution—Nothing Less!
WE ARE FIGHTING TO EMANCIPATE ALL HUMANITY
For a World Free of All Oppression and Exploitation,
No More Antagonistic Divisions Among the People
If YOU can’t stand the way the world is... if you are sick and tired of
so many people being treated as less than human... if you have a
heart to fight for something really worth fighting for: BE THERE and
March June 12th.
There is a way to a world and a future that is worth living for: A Real REVOLUTION.
Most times, revolution in a powerful country is not possible.
“A Declaration, A Call To Get Organized Now, For A Real Revolution” says:
This is one of those rare times and circumstances when revolution
becomes possible, not just because this system is always a horror, but because
the crisis and deep divisions in society now can only be resolved through
radical means, of one kind or another—either radically reactionary, murderously
oppressive and destructive means or radically emancipating revolutionary means.
There IS leadership for this, and real reason to hope! Bob Avakian (BA) brings us
the science of how we can get free for real. This is real leadership to follow if we want to
put an end to all oppression, instead of trying to get in on it.
And there’s a PLAN for that! Not playing around with a few changes that keep this
system going. But a real strategy to grow and organize a force of thousands, then
millions, from different corners of society, preparing for the time when we can go up
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against this system’s violent enforcers AND BEAT THEM—make a real revolution to
overthrow this system.
There’s even a plan for WHAT COMES AFTER! Bob Avakian has written a
Constitution for the New Socialist Republic in North America we’ll build after we sweep
this system aside.
Look—quiet as it’s kept, the enforcers of oppression, like the Sheriffs and Police around
the country and the U.S. military world-wide, are NOT ALL POWERFUL!
They rely on keeping the people they oppress feeling surrounded and powerless
because they need down-pressed people and they FEAR the people they oppress. Yes,
THEY. FEAR. YOU.
Their system has no future—no way to END white supremacy, male supremacy,
demonizing of immigrants, wars for empire, or the destruction of the environment—
and they fear that millions of people they have no future for will rise up with the
leadership of Bob Avakian and the Revcoms.
Even when it seems like we’re too divided, too fucked up, too busy going along with the
way things are, or too caught up fighting each other... BA understands your potential—
the potential of the masses of people to end all oppression and emancipate all
humanity... and far from fearing that potential, BA has dedicated his life to making that
potential a reality.
June 12th, WE (including YOU) are marching to show there’s a force that is growing
and organizing... that’s fighting for a whole different world, and that’s living for
that future NOW!

"...We Have Two Choices:

either, live with all this—and condemn future generations
to the same, or worse, if they have a future at all—
or,

MAKE REVOLUTION! "

—Bob Avakian
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